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Summary and Preface

Social inequalities between countries and within countries are growing internationally. First
World's reactions to OPEC's endeavours to push through some new elements of an international
redistributive policy will almost inevitably exacerbate the problems of growing national and
international inequalities even in and between First World countries. The more the rich or newly
rich countries try to adopt short term economic or mere monetary adjustment policies, the less
feasible seems the adoption of national redistributive policies based on a social control of the
impact of investment projects and development policies. Nevertheless, the Occasional Paper
presented here is a draft formulation to enable the social control of investment projects by
developing criteria to assess some social implications of investment projects in terms of
composition of production and quality of' employment. Maybe, that such criteria will meet the
vital policy demand when the social futility of mere economic and monetary adjustment policies
will have been demonstrated.
For a long time 'capital investment per worker' has served as the most generally accepted
criterion for a socio-economic appraisal of investment projects. This criterion, however, has only
partial validity in terms of social economics, because employment neither necessarily nor even
generally leads to the satisfaction of basic needs for the mass of the population. Therefore, the
author firstly develops two other criteria to measure some direct and indirect employment effects
and, in particular, their contribution towards an 'improvement of living conditions' or 'ensuring a
minimum standard of living consistent with human dignity'. However, the employment effects
only constitute one socio-economic facet of investment projects, and perhaps not even the most
important one.
Theoretical considerations and empirical data on market forces and market failures indicate that
it is especially important to assess the value-in-use of the project output and see whom it really
benefits. This can be done by means of the "product-path-analysis" (PPA) developed here. The
first step of the PPA shows whether, under the given conditions of distribution and demand, a
project output serves - after its different stages of intermediate use - the end use and demand of
the majority of the population or only that of the upper class. The second step of the PPA
examines how far this end use corresponds to a socio-economically justified need in terms of
rational norms. Finally, it has to be examined whether some basic needs have more priority than
others in terms of a rational budget.
Serving as socio-economic advisor to the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (Reconstruction Loan
Corporation of West Germany) the author developed these criteria and tested them under the
actual constraints of a bank's project appraisal. Other development banks and international
authorities could also apply these criteria provided that the call for social control of investment
projects does not have mere rhetorical significance.
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1.

Social Economics and Development Policy

There was a time when economic science set out to "acquire knowledge on those human
activities which have the aim of transforming nature and exchanging the resultant products in
order to satisfy human needs"1. In the meantime, however, it seems to have forgotten its original
goal.
In classical national and political economics, need orientation was still considered to be a major
component of economic theory. It was expressed in the now almost mythological concept: value.
Adam Smith's distinction between "value-in-use" and "value-in-exchange"2 was taken up by Karl
Marx. His intention was to analyze what he called real wealth, i.e. the values-in-use and the
social benefits; value-in-use is characterized by its function of meeting human needs. This valuein-use manifests itself in the process of consumption; however, consumption as end goal and end
purpose "does not really fall within economics"3, as Adam Smith also believed. Even neoclassical economic doctrine did not see this differently. A large part of its history is made up for
its efforts to orient itself to the utility of goods; because, ultimately, many of the neoclassical
economists did not really stray very far from Engel's vision of a "socially planned production
based on the needs of the community as a whole and of the individual"4. However, because of
their preoccupation with the - more instrumental - free price system and its supposedly
omnipotent amenability to control, they often - much too often, as many believe - lost sight of
this vision.
This often neglected need orientation of the classical economists only survived in the marginal
spheres of economics, particularly in the analysis and planning of "social sectors" such as
education and health, where benefits, and not market prices, were taken as the criteria for
comparison. It survived in the draft formulation of a social planning approach acknowledging
needs as its point of departure.
The concept of need orientation was liberated from its phantom existence on the outskirts of
established economic science only when growing criticism emerged of the Gross National
Product (GNP) or national income as the allegedly prime indicator of economic and social
progress5. International organizations such as the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) and
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), representatives of
national administrations and scientists with a social conscience began to advocate a search for
social indicators and indicator systems to correct and complement the GNP6. These indicators
were to be the modules for the formulation of an analysis and planning criterion which would
take the quality of life as its orientation mark for public activities. For some people this implies a
step towards a value-in-use planning approach as against a value-in-exchange planning
approach. This is, first of all, a call for a quality-of-life theory and at the same time it is the
equally important call for valid and reliable statistical measurement of changes in living
conditions - not of individuals or small groups only - but of broad categories of the population.
In Western industrialized societies this call is comparable to the attempt of socialist states to base
their macro social planning on an index system which will ensure the systematic implementation
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of the "basic economic law of socialism" - i.e. the increasingly complete satisfaction of
individual and social needs7.
This trend did not pass without leaving its mark on development policy. Legitimation is not
lacking as the preambles of most development plans are clearly need oriented. McNamara speaks
of the necessity to reorient development policy, too. Even he assumes that "GNPism" is no
longer adequate. It is now necessary to establish "growth objectives in terms of essential human
needs: in terms of food, housing, health, education and employment"8. The Action Program of
the World Bank presented in Nairobi in 1973 tries to substantiate this: "One can conclude" says
McNamara, "that policies aimed primarily at accelerating economic growth, in most developing
countries, have benefitted mainly the upper 40 % of the population and the allocation of public
services and investment funds has intended to strengthen rather than to offset this trend. … It is
important to remember that indices of the increase in gross national product implicitly weigh the
growth of each income group according to its existing share of total national income. Since in the
developing countries the upper 40 % of the population typically receives 75 % of all income, the
growth of GNP is essentially an index of the welfare of these upper income groups"9. In view of
this situation, McNamara calls for a reorientation of development policies towards the bulk of
the poor in the developing countries and a reorientation of methods towards a socio-economic
measure to assess the impact of investment projects on this target group. This socially oriented
measure of economic performance would "consider not only the total output of an investment but
also how the benefits would be distributed. This would give practical, operational significance to
the rhetorical statements of social objectives now embodied in most development plans"10.
Ever since the United Nations proclaimed the Second Development Decade this line of reasoning
has become one of the central issues of international discussion on development. It is a return to
one of the original goals of economics: "improvement of living conditions for all", "ensuring a
minimum standard of living consistent with human dignity", as it is defined in the international
development strategy adopted by the United Nations General Assembly11 The Federal
Government of Germany endorsed the objectives of this document and geared the formulation of
its own development concepts to these standards. The World Bank and the UN agencies, the
public administrations of bilateral aid donors and almost all national development plans are
advocates of this goal. This verbal consensus is based on one factor, or rather, defect: there seem
to be no methodological tools for the operationalization of this goal and for the measurement of
goal achievement or of degrees of approximation to the goal.

2.

The Goal Function of Social Economics: Ensuring a Minimum Standard of Living
Consistent with Human Dignity and Improving the Living Conditions of the Mass of
the Population

What do "ensuring a minimum standard of living consistent with human dignity" and
"improvement of living conditions" actually mean? The debate in the highly industrialized
countries on the related concept "quality of life" seems to indicate that its definition and
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operationalization encounter insurmountable difficulties even though international organizations
and national authorities have already issued orders for its implementation.
What the terms "living conditions" and "standard of living" actually imply for the wage-earners,
small farmers, workers and unemployed of the Third World, is better understood by these groups
themselves than by scientific congresses, namely: nutrition, housing, clothing, health, education,
employment and working conditions, and not very much more. The issues involved here are not
the sophisticated refinements of a highly cultured quality of life but, to put it in a nutshell:
survival under conditions compatible with human dignity - survival of each and all.

2.1.

Macro-Performance-Analysis: Assessing Social Progress with Social Indicators

Due to the functional linkage of level-of-living components - e.g. the health status of a
population reflects its nutritional status - the level and development of the living conditions of
the mass of the population can be diagnosed by means of a system of representative indicators.
In another work this author made a detailed study of level-of-living components, their subjective
weighting and their functional interrelations12. The level-of-living components mentioned there
are more or less identical with the components which are gaining increasing significance in the
field of international needs research. Based on this study the author proposed a so-called system
of "indicators of social justice"13. With the aid of this indicator system the three solely
analytically separable dimensions of social justice are operationalized: satisfaction of basic
needs, social equality and social security. Health and education represent the satisfaction of basic
needs most validly; the respective indicators are taken as indicators of this first dimension of
social justice and disaggregated according to the two other dimensions. The amount of data
required for a macro-performance-analysis based on this three dimensional system of indicators
is kept as small as possible.
If more extensive information is available or if there is any doubt about the reliability of some of
the more essential data, the data sheet given in Table 1 can be used. This data sheet incorporates
information on employment, income, social security, education, health, nutrition and housing.
This information makes it possible to diagnose the level and development of the living
conditions of the population. In the case under discussion there appears to be growing
pauperization of the people; rising unemployment, falling real income and a declining supply of
calories characterize this trend. Moreover, growing interregional disparities with respect to
unemployment and average income of industrial workers are to be found. It may be rightly
concluded that there is certainly no evidence of an improvement in living conditions. The 1.3 %
nominal rise to US $ 110.- income per capita in the years 1960-1971 can scarcely be
substantiated at all.
But, even if an improvement of living conditions were visible, would this imply that a minimum
standard of living consistent with human dignity - which is the aim of international development
strategy and social economics - has already been attained?
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2.2.

Needs-Analysis: Assessing the Basic Needs of the Mass of the Population

The concept of a yardstick to evaluate the actual level of living was introduced some time ago
into scientific and socio-political discussion on development under the keywords poverty line,
poverty budget, minimum living standard, minimum needs and rational budget; at the policy
level it was the International Labour Office (ILO) which took the lead, at the national level this
was done mainly by trade unions and wage boards15. It is true that the classical representatives of
economic science had already pointed out that the concept of an absolute minimum standard of
living was absurd because traditions and even a "moral element" could not be exempted from
this concept, and that the prevailing notions of a minimum living standard tended to reflect
existing power relations between employers and employees rather than unbiased requirement
norms. Despite this, it seemed and still seems that a quasi absolute, i.e. objective measure for
some level-of-living components will be useful and necessary if - for any reason whatsoever one will not or cannot accept the political norm of equal satisfaction of basic needs for all.
The general question underlying the search for criteria to determine the minimum living standard
or poverty line or whatever the synonym for this may be, has two interconnected aspects: (1)
which persons or which part of the population are poor, and (2) which social relationships or
which shortage of goods indicate or determine poverty?
Right from the very beginning, literature on national and political economy has given a number
of answers to this dual question. They will not be repeated here. The empirical base of the
question is the evidence of economic and social inequality, its politico-economic base is the
political goal of redistribution and, concomitantly, the economic goal of keeping up production.
The dominating present day trends in the reply to this dual question in the discussion on
development are quite clearly set out in a - admittedly tentative - statistical table which has been
drawn up by the World Bank and is reproduced in Annex 1. The term "poor" is applied to those
living below a defined minimum income threshold. Given the income distribution in various
developing countries, an arbitrary fixing of a minimum monetary level-of-living at US $ 50.- p.a.
would mean that 1 % of the population in Lebanon, 14 % in Brazil and 58 % in Tanzania would
be considered as the lower class. The second part of the question is therefore quite easily
answered: lack of income determines poverty or inclusion in the lower range of the population.
The difficulties arising from this purely monetary approach are to be found in the following
aspects:
it is seldom applicable in subsistence economies,
in different countries different goods and services are imputed to the standard of living,
in different countries with the same nominal income, real income can fluctuate depending
on variations in collective consumption, i.e. in the provision of public goods and services,
different countries can have varying price structures,
the attainment of this minimum living standard does not necessarily imply that a
minimum standard of living consistent with human dignity has been achieved for the
whole population.
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The national Wage Board of Guatemala calculated that 11.5 % of the urban population and 3.6
% of the rural population live above the minimum living standard16. This calculation tries to take
account of some of the above-mentioned critical factors in the World Bank approach. Similar
calculations are being made, or could be made, in almost all countries.
The point of departure is minimum daily requirements for the intake of calories, proteins,
vitamins, etc. established by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
and translated into minimum dietary budgets by national and interregional organizations. For
instance, a rational budget for food and nutrition recommends the following minimum food
consumption per day for a Guatemalan rural family of six: milk 822 g, meat 478 g, pulses 225 g,
vegetables 796 g, fruit 144 g, roots and tubers 41 g, cereals 387 g, sugar 417 g, etc.17. This
rational budget is then priced. On this basis the amount of cash required by a family to cover its
nutritional needs at least can then be calculated. However, as family expenditure not only covers
food but also expenses for clothing, housing, health and education, this minimum income
calculated above does not really meet nutritional requirements as it has to be used for other
expenses as well. Family expenditure budgets classified by income groups give the ratio between
food expenditure and other expenses; for the lower class this ration is roughly 70 : 30, for the
upper class it is about 30: 70. Therefore, the minimum monetary living standard may be defined
as the level of expenditure at which the abovementioned minimum food expenses are covered
even in the context of other socially conditioned expenditure.
In this approach the minimum living standard is largely determined by food consumption. This
criterion was applied in industrialized countries, too18. In the US Anti-Poverty-Program one
poverty line is the threshold where 33 % of the total expenditure of an urban family of four is
used for food. Another well-known definition of the poverty line is based on the quantity-income
elasticities method: the poverty mark is passed if the level of income permits not only the food
expenditure but also all other expenses to progress from additional quantitative consumption to
qualitative consumption. A third method operates with interviews on a decent standard of living.
Even in the Soviet Union such minimum budgets were calculated firstly in the twenties and later,
to a greater extent, in the post-Stalin era. Following the same principle, optimization problems
are solved in many countries by applying the following formula: maximize nutritional benefits
and minimize costs for a nutritionally just acceptable food budget geared to the consumption
habits of the population and calculate its monetary value at current prices.
This method of monetarizing the minimum living standard - which can be and generally is
carried out for each individual country or for each individual population group - takes special
account of the second and fourth critical points in the World Bank approach mentioned above,
i.e. criticism of the negligence accorded to diverging price structures and different goods and
services which, for reasons of different geographical conditions and social traditions, have to be
imputed to the minimum living standard. It can seldom be applied to subsistence economies or
even to social systems where the standard of living of the population is partly secured through
publicly administered collective consumption such as public canteens and an efficient public
health service. In this case, a rational budget based on physical consumption norms should be
drawn up. This budget is a combination of both expert budget and consumption reality and
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should also include those areas which cannot be translated into physical consumption norms as
easily as food consumption can, namely, housing, clothing, education, health, etc.
This means that a rational budget can be set up most easily for food and perhaps also for
drinking water. In the field of education the guideline could be the political norm in the UN
strategy document ensuring at least primary schooling for every child of school-going age; in the
case of housing and health the criterion of regional or social equality could be applied to
determine need, for the other areas a monetary need criterion could be selected, e.g. adjustment
to the expenditure level of those living just above the minimum nutritional standard or
adjustment to the average standard of living. What is required is the establishment of a rational
consumption budget - defined as far as possible in physical terms - based on scientifically
substantiated and politically secured requirement norms. For the last-mentioned areas, however,
scientifically substantiated rational requirement norms have not yet been developed. Therefore,
for pragmatic reasons the following simplified approach should be provisionally applied in order
to identify the basic needs of the population resulting from the differences be twee n rational
budget and consumption reality.
1.

Formulation of a rational consumption budget: fixing the rational requirement norm for a
nutritionally sound level of food consumption with due consideration of consumption
habits, prices and productive forces, and - if feasible - setting up rational norms for the
other level-of-living components.

2.

Calculation of the actual class-specific consumption budgets in physical units. Very
often, if data on the corresponding consumer goods prices are available, these
consumption budgets can be derived from the monetary expenditure budgets of classspecific families; they would then have to be adjusted according to non-monetary
consumption19.

3.

Finally, by comparing need and consumption the two questions asked at the start - who is
poor and what; is poverty - can be answered.

This approach is a pragmatic compromise between the necessity to have valid and reliable
statistical figures and the actual availability of statistical data, not forgetting shortage of time and
staff in actual procedures of project appraisal. Even though it is possible - by comparing
consumption reality and consumption norm - to calculate the proportion of the population living
below the minimum living standard, the approach outlined above is not solely geared towards the
procurement of this information. This approach provides preliminary information about the
composition of the goods and services required by the mass of the population to meet their basic
needs and thus overcomes the futility of the income indicator.
For a needs-analysis which is to become an integral part of development planning and which is
to provide the frame of reference for the evaluation of socio-economic effects of investment
projects, the starting point will have to be the following considerations. In the discussion on
development strategy and in national and international strategy documents the most important
target group is always defined as the majority of the people or the mass of the population or, in
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some cases, those who live below the minimum standard of living or the poorest 40 % of the
population. From the context and the cross references in these statements it devolves that these
groups are those parts of the population which, in the terminology of the social sciences, are
classified as lower class. For operational purposes therefore, this lower class or this majority of
the population referred to in the strategy documents can be defined as 50-60 % of the population,
i.e. those groups which live below or close to the minimum standard of living. This pragmatic
approach has several advantages:
-

-

this figure approximates to the World Bank calculation of an average 50 % of the Third
World population who can be classified as lower class taking US $ 75.- per capita and
year as the poverty threshold,
this figure is very often more realistic than any lower figure as it is more oriented towards
the average standard of living in the country or region under study,
this figure refers to the target group of social economics and development policy, i.e. the
majority of the population,
finally, this approach is politically "cleaner" as it does not degrade the basic criterion of
social economics to a social charity and social welfare criterion.

In the following the example of a needs-analysis will be demonstrated on the basis of data from
rural India.
The expenditure budgets established by the Indian National Sample Survey (NSS) at periodic
intervals are differentiated according to income groups and towns and rural areas, and the figures
obtained for the rural population of India in the years 1964/65 are those given in Annex 2. These
are the most up-to-date figures available and they still form the basis of Indian development
planning as expenditure patterns have remained relatively constant. The Annex gives both the
absolute and the relative consumption expenditure for three population classes and also shows
their relative share in the consumption of the respective goods and services. The lower class
represents 56 % of the population, the middle class 34 % and the upper class 10 %.
The NSS surveys also make it possible to present daily per capita class-specific food
consumption in physical units, as Annex 3 shows. For some foodstuffs the findings of a food
survey in the state of Karnataka may be taken; the figures are not differentiated in class-specific
terms but, given the survey population, they may be considered to represent the lower class
adequately.
The class-specific consumption structure of the rural population of India obtained above is
compared - in the field of food consumption - to the rational norms laid down by the Nutrition
Research Institute (NRI) in Hyderabad; these rational consumption norms make a distinction
between moderate and heavy work and between vegetarian and non-vegetarian diet, as shown in
Annex 4. This rational food consumption norm recommends, for instance, a daily per capita
intake of 80 g of pulses for vegetarian diets and 65 g for non-vegetarian diets. If this norm is
compared with actual consumption (given in Annex 3) it becomes evident that the lower class
has a substantial dietary deficit, i.e. 54 g for vegetarian food, and that even middle class
consumption falls 29 g below the norm.
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At this moment no rational norms with comparable validity can be set up for physical units of
consumption of the other goods and services contained in the basket of lower class families. In
this case a monetary rational norm maybe applied, i.e. a norm which stipulates a rise in the
private consumption of the lower class to attain the average consumption level of the whole
population of India. This means that the rational norm for private use of goods and services such
as tobacco, transport and pharmaceuticals and expenditure for housing, clothing and education is
based on monetary and not on physical requirement units.
The supply and consumption deficits of the lower class, i.e. their unsatisfied need for goods and
services, can be determined by comparing the rational budget to real consumption. In the Indian
example under discussion a so-called objective deficit index was calculated for each group of
consumer goods, which gives the ratio of the actual availability to the rational budget. In this
case the index shows that the shortfall of supplies to the lower class covers all goods and
services, even though the size of the deficit varies. The largest shortfalls occur for certain
foodstuffs, but also for fuel, light and clothing. If the objective deficit index is linked to
subjective need intensity as manifested in the behaviour of the lower class - e.g. the lower class
spends more income, that means more human labour and energy, on the purchase of rice than on
the purchase of tobacco - a priority index for different goods and services showing the relative
need of the lower class can be obtained. Table 2 gives an outline of this obviously very rough
method; but it can be viewed as the first step in tackling the basic problem.
This operationalization of the relative need of the lower class for basic goods and services
seemingly has a number of shortcomings: it only makes implied references to collective
consumption, it operates on a rather problematic data base, it seldom mentions interdependences
and functional linkages between various goods and services, it is based on simplified
assumptions and proclaims supply deficits and not social conditions to be the determinants of
poverty. All these objections may be justified, but it appears to be more essential to obtain an
even roughly approximate operationalized answer to the question of poverty and basic needs of
the mass of the population, rather than a global theory or a more precise and perhaps statistically
more reliable answer to the often misleading and irrelevant monetary sub-aspect of this question.
The rough outlines of a needs-analysis presented here make an attempt to identify the status of
lower class living conditions in such detail that, on the one hand, a macro-analysis within the
context of development planning will enable the identification and further analysis of vital fields
of action for policy implementation. On the other hand, it will be possible to examine whether
and to what extent an investment project of any sectoral origin will affect the priority areas
outlined above. The following arguments serve the purpose of indicating some of the methods
which may be used to get an answer to this question.

3.

The Two Levels of Evaluation: Production and Employment

The method approaches developed above - the macro-performance-analysis and the needsanalysis - identify the status and the progress of living conditions and try to operationalize and
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quantify the basic needs to be satisfied in order to improve the living conditions of the mass of
the population. However, they do not analyze the paths which (can) improve living conditions.
As a rule, the traditional approach for socio-economic project appraisal was not to directly
measure the contribution made by an investment project to a socio-economic goal criterion, but
to take one instrument which was thought to be vital for this goal achievement as the central
point of the analysis - this instrument being employment. It was assumed that employment
should be viewed as a "necessary but not wholly sufficient condition for the satisfaction of
needs"21. The simple facts of the social significance and family consequences of unemployment
were all too evident. Apart from this, it did not seem too difficult to measure the employment
effect of an investment by applying the capital investment per worker criterion.
The use of this criterion is not without problems, however. The main problem is its international
and intertemporal comparability as the cost side includes changes both in customs duties and
taxes as well as in exchange rates, so that the economically readjusted investment costs would
have to be taken as the yardstick. Furthermore, the capital investment per worker is not the only
project relevant criterion, there are also the ratio of total current expenditure to staff costs, the
ratio of permanent to temporary jobs, etc. It is very doubtful whether all this information could
be incorporated in one single criterion.
Very often this criterion is considered to be inappropriate for an intersectoral comparison; for
instance, power stations and steel plants are nearly always more capital-intensive - due to their
technology - than simple textile factories or some irrigation projects. This investment costs per
worker criterion is intended to point out this very fact. If creation of employment is given high
priority - for any political economic or social reasons whatsoever - then, in terms of employment
effect, a capital-intensive project has less priority than a labour-intensive project. However, the
limited validity of this criterion becomes very clear when other project appraisal criteria are
included. For instance, the alternatives could be: a labour-intensive project to manufacture goldembroidered dog collars for domestic use on the one hand, and a capital-intensive project to
produce protein-enriched staple foods on the other.
A naïve interpretation of this economic criterion 'capital investment cost per worker' as a socioeconomic criterion implies the assumption of a clear-cut and unbroken relationship between
employment and need satisfaction on the one hand, and it abstracts from the (socio-) economic
meaning and significance of physical project output on the other, as the example shows.
Some relatively simple considerations will elucidate this objection:
In different societies - depending on social traditions and power structures - a varying
number of persons can live on the work and employment of other persons, even if the
former are capable of working themselves; employment is not a necessary instrument for
physical, mental and social survival.
If collective consumption rises, living conditions can improve without necessarily having
to raise the employment level.
If the supply of vital goods and services stagnates, rising employment rates resulting from
an increase of unproductive employment, overstaffing, a reduction of individual working
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hours, etc. cannot improve the overall average level of living; however, in social systems
where employment is the main mechanism for the distribution of levels of living, this
approach can, under favourable circumstances, enable more people to gain access to vital
goods.
The above-mentioned examples are intended to illustrate that multiple factors can disrupt the
clear-cut relationship often assumed to exist between employment and living conditions, e.g.
social traditions, power structures, price policy, distribution policy, effective inelasticity of
supply, changes in productivity. It therefore does not suffice to reduce social economics to a
formal employment criterion. It is essential firstly, to analyze the socio-economic significance of
employment, i.e. see whether employment really does bring about an improvement of living
conditions for employed persons, and also for the mass of the population, and secondly, to
consider the order of importance to be assigned to the creation of employment.
The following considerations attempt to structure these problems methodically and to
operationalize them for a project appraisal characterized by time and cost constraints. Two main
subjects will be discussed:
1.
the socio-economic significance of employment, and
2.
the socio-economic significance of the product and its distribution.
The term "socio-economic significance" here stands for the relationship between employment
and the living conditions of the mass of the population on the one hand, and between product
(distribution) and living conditions of the lower class on the other.

3.1.

Socio-Economic Significance of Employment

The following figure gives a rough outline of the functional sequence by which a project can
contribute - through its employment effect - towards securing a standard of living consistent with
human dignity or improving living conditions.
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3.1.1. Intra-Project Social Economics: Some Direct Effects of Employment

Figure 1 shows the items which have to be examined to assess the project-specific significance
of employment, namely, income, distribution, education, health, food and nutrition, housing,
social security, etc. The indicators required to study these items are commonly known; therefore,
they do not have to be derived here. Their application for project appraisal will be demonstrated
with the aid of hypothetical examples. The items 'social security' and 'distribution' refer to
qualitative differentiations of other items just mentioned. 'Social security' refers primarily to the
stability over time of the level-of-living components. The term 'distribution' refers generally to
the differences in the living conditions of different social groups or classes both within and
outside the category of project employees. This item will be used here especially for the analysis
of the distribution of project-generated income. At this stage, only preliminary suggestions can
be made for this analysis; they will later have to be expanded and fitted into the framework of
the other analytical steps (e.g. macro-performance-analysis).
Comparison is the most important methodological tool for assessing the social effects of a
project. Almost all social indicators are meaningless if they are not compared with reference
values. If the direct effects of employment of the employees are to be investigated, there are two
levels of comparison which play an important role: the temporal and the sectoral comparison.
Table 3 shows this on the basis of a hypothetical example for the items 'employment', 'income',
'distribution' and 'working conditions'.
The temporal comparison gives us information about the status and development of indicator
values. In the case of project appraisal, values at the time of appraisal are generally compared
with probable future values. In the case of follow up or final assessment, indicator values at the
time of project appraisal are compared with values at the time of current assessment.
In the example presented in Table 3 the temporal comparison shows some noteworthy
developments, particularly in the case of fatal accidents at work. The following points are also
striking: the relative decline in the income of employees as compared with the increasing
participation by the state or by capital holders, the relative decrease in the salaries of executive
staff in connection with a high recruitment rate, the decline in worker's mandays per person per
year in connection with a relatively high degree of absenteeism, etc.
The sectoral comparison gives us information on the status of the project-specific indicator
values as compared to the values of other projects. On the one hand, indicator values are
compared for different categories of employees, mainly executive staff, salaried employees and
wage-earners, on the other hand, indicator values for project employees are compared with
values for employees of similar projects and subsectors. For example, the construction workers
of a project are compared with the construction workers of another investment project. The aim
of the sectoral comparison is, firstly, to develop sector-specific or project-specific standards for
employment, income and working conditions, and secondly, to identify potential areas of conflict
which could arise due to relative disparities between wage-earners and salaried employees in one
project and/or between groups within the sector. This socio-technical question has more to do
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with possible industrial problems during project implementation than with the socio-economic
question whether a project generates employment to gradually secure and improve the minimum
living standard of the mass of the population.
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From the point of view of social economics, such comparisons do not suffice. The mass of the
population and their level or standard of living must also be taken as a point of comparison. This
comparison should be made against a scientifically based rational norm, e.g. a monetarized
minimum living standard; if this lies below the average income of the population, then the
average should be taken for the comparison. In the hypothetical example this procedure led to an
indicator value of 8 for this criterion, i.e. the average income of the project employees was 8
times that of the mass of the population. In the present case the income of the project employees
is so favourable in comparison to the living conditions of the masses, that it does not appear
necessary to study the actual living conditions of the employees and their families. Table 4
shows that this impression is correct.

Information on the real status of the living conditions of the employees will have to be collected
if the nominal income indicator does not appear to be valid. This is usually the case when the
wages and/or incomes of the workers and employees lie below the average income of the
majority of the national population or below the monetarized minimum living standard - but this
rarely occurs outside agriculture. Information on this subject will also have to be collected if the
wages, salaries or incomes of the wage-earners and salaried employees in the project lie above
the average income or above the need level, but if there is at the same time an unfavourable
relationship between the development of wage incomes and the development of the consumer
price index for the working class. In the present hypothetical example there is a positive
relationship between the development of both index figures. The wages of the workers increased
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nominally by more than 100 % in 10 years while the consumer price index for the working class
in the project area rose by less than 100 %.
On the basis of the considerations presented above the following method may be applied to
assess the intra-project socio-economics. As long as it may reasonably be assumed that the
nominal income is a meaningful indicator of the living conditions of the wage-earners and
salaried employees in the project, this income indicator should be compared with that of wageearners and salaried employees in comparable projects in comparable subsectors. In this way,
possible relative disparities or deprivations which point to potential industrial strife can be
identified. The same applies to the comparison of working conditions. From the point of view of
social economics this is a necessary but not fully sufficient criterion for the assessment of
projects. If national and international development strategy gives priority to the creation of
employment in order to improve the living conditions of the majority of the population, then the
most important assessment criterion is the difference between the living conditions of the project
employees - subject to certain conditions derived from the income indicator - and the living
conditions of the mass of the population. The greater the difference the more doubtful the value
of the project in terms of social economics.

3.1.2. Project-Performance-Analysis: Some Indirect Effects of Employment

Whereas the study of the internal socio-economic effects of a project centres around the direct
effects of employment on the living conditions of the employees, the project-performanceanalysis developed below is a step towards the identification of some indirect effects of
employment. Theoretically, at least two different types of indirect employment effects may be
distinguished: firstly, the effects of the creation of employment on the population in the project
region not directly connected with the project, and secondly, the indirect employment effects
emanating from the product side of the project, i.e. from the use or further processing of the
physical project output. The following considerations will be directed towards the indirect effects
of the project emanating from the creation of employment which here is essentially the
generation of income and purchasing power. What does this mean in real terms for the living
conditions of the people who live in the environment of the project but are not employed by it?
An empirical study of this question can be conducted by means of a comparison of control
groups over a period of time. For an ex-post assessment the method to be applied is obviously
the following: a comparison of the evolution of indicators for living conditions in the project
environment with the evolution of indicators in another comparable environment without a
project. The application of this method in an ex-ante project appraisal is problematic because not
only would a comparable environment have to be located, but a comparable project in a
comparable environment would also have to be found.
For the time being, a project-performance-analysis will be applicable mostly for ex-post
assessment until a body of accumulated experience will permit its application in an ex-ante
appraisal of projects. Furthermore, this method can only be used for relatively large projects - as
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a rule of thumb one could tentatively take projects with 1000 employees or more. It is true that
smaller projects also have indirect employment effects, however, the empirical tools which have
to operate under the normal constraints of project appraisal are scarcely sensitive enough to
detect them.
What is problematic in the project-performance-analysis is not so much the collection of data but
mainly the comparability of regions and the problem of attributing the effects to the project. In
terms of scientific methodology any assumption of the comparability of two regions is as
questionable as the attribution of any effects to one factor. Nevertheless, the collection of such a
body of data on the living conditions of the people in two regions at two different points in time
will provide a variety of information which can help in identifying some social implications of
an investment project. The suggested method is therefore more a heuristic search principle rather
than a precise method.
The demarcation of the project environment and of the comparable regions usually results from
the available data; generally, administrative units such as municipalities, districts and provinces
are taken. The selection of dates and periods too is a pragmatic compromise which is often
geared to census years. Finally, the selection of "comparable" spatial units is essentially based on
economic, geographic and demographic arguments. The following example of a projectperformance-analysis for an investment project with more than 10,000 employees will cover all
these aspects and illustrate the validity of such a search method.
The investment project in the example is a large-scale project in the industrial sector which
manufactures durable consumer goods for a market outside the area of the direct project
environment. During the period under observation its employment increased by 48 %. Twothirds of the workers and the staff of this factory - the N.E.N.E. Ltd. - live in N.E.N.E.- Town, a
newly constructed township within the municipal limits of the town of Bamba and
administratively a part of the latter. To begin with, the data on the living conditions of the
workers and staff and their families in N.E.N.E.-Town will be compared with corresponding data
for the whole of Bamba Town. This data will then be compared with the social profile of Alpha,
the province to which Bamba belongs, because every 32nd employee in Alpha is employed by
the industrial project under study which makes a substantial contribution to the industrialization
of Alpha. The control region is the province of Beta which has the same number of inhabitants
and whose economic level of development was equivalent to that of Alpha in 1961. Alpha had an
annual per capita income of NU 319, that of Beta was NU 307. However, with respect to
industrialization, Beta was far behind Alpha at the beginning of and during the last decade.
Finally, for further comparison, the corresponding data for the whole country is given. The
information on the status of living conditions is differentiated for 1961 and 1971. Table 5
compiles the available information.
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Migration
The direct project area was the focus of domestic migration from 1961 to 1971. While the
increase of population was 24.5 % for the whole country (23.1 % for Beta and 27.3 % for
Alpha), the increase for the whole of Bamba Town amounted to 54.1 %. This raise in population
mainly affected old Bamba. This migration can partly be explained by the recruitment
requirements of the project which prescribed a minimum residence period of 6 months in the
district for project employees, and partly by the high unemployment rate in the whole country.
The data in Table 5 show that Bamba Town had more unemployed persons in 1961 and in 1971
than the comparable regions. However, the increase in unemployment was lower in Bamba
Town than in the other regions - a much higher rate of unemployment than 75 % is indeed hardly
conceivable. Altogether, the intensive migration activity towards Bamba Town is definitely due
to the project - there is no other plausible explanation.
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Employment
The following conclusions can be drawn regarding the effects of the industrial project on the
vocational structure of the population. Due to the prevailing multiple job system in which factory
workers were often landowners at the same time, the relative decline in the farming population
of the project region in the last decade was less marked than in the comparable regions. On the
other hand, the proportion of agricultural labour in the project region as well as that of persons
working in commerce and transport in Bamba Town increased considerably. At the same time
there was a relative decrease in industrial employment in Bamba Town, Alpha and Beta
Provinces, as against a stronger industrialization trend in other provinces of the country. This can
and must be compared with the capital intensity of the project, which more than doubled in the
last eight years, only in part due to inflationary trends.
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Education
There is hardly any difference between the level of education of the population in the project
region and that of the urban population both in other districts and in the whole country. It is
slightly higher in the urban regions of the country than in the direct project area; however, in the
latter it is higher than the total average of the comparable regions including rural and urban
areas.
Health
A similar structure can be seen for the health status of the population. The morbidity pattern of
the inhabitants of N.E.N.E.-Town more or less corresponds to that of the more developed urban
centres of the country, while the morbidity structure of Bamba Town (excluding N.E.N.E.-Town
in this case) - with about 16 % infectious and parasitic diseases (C 1-19) and almost 13 % direct
nutrition ailments such as avitaminosis and anaemia (C 24, 26) - represents that of an
impoverished and squalid town. Although it is probable that the relatively poor position of
Bamba Town is due to the project, there is no documentary evidence of this as there are no data
on the health status of the population 10 years ago. What springs to the eye is the obviously
lacking correlation between the morbidity structure of the Bambaites and the available doctors
and hospital beds. A possible explanation is that a disproportionately large part of these health
resources was used in the commercial and curative health sector.
Housing
The direct social policy of the project was concentrated in the last eight years on the quantitative
and qualitative aspects of housing. Considering the quality of construction, the provision of
housing is a notable achievement for the company. Even in quantitative terms, the provision of
housing - particularly for those directly employed by N.E.N.E. - may be judged extremely good.
Positive effects on the rest of the project environment were not in evidence.
Food and consumption
A more detailed analysis of the food situation of the population than the one shown in Table 5
cannot be given. With regard to the supply of calories and proteins, the wider project
environment (Alpha province) is clearly at a disadvantage when compared to less industrialized
Beta Province. If the prices for staple foods in Bamba Town and Alpha Province are compared,
then the disadvantage for the direct project environment becomes quite obvious. Other studies
also show that this must be regarded as a consequence of the project. The weighted prices of the
most important consumer goods are at present 25 % higher in Bamba than in Alpha. As this is
due to the purchasing power of the 12,000 N.E.N.E. employees who constitute 46 % of the
employed population of Bamba Town, this means a relative impoverishment of at least the rest
of the population in the direct project environment whose wage level is the same as that of Alpha
Province.
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Income
In view of these findings the income indicator, which too often is interpreted uncritically, loses
much of the validity imputed to it. Against the background of a relatively high per capita income
in the industrialized Alpha Province there is a relatively poor food supply for the mass of the
population which has not found employment in the project, but has become impoverished
through its effects. On the other hand, the compared Beta Province has a low per capita income
along with a relatively good food supply which is obviously secured in part outside the market.
The high per capita income in Bamba Town therefore has hardly any valid meaning for the
living conditions of the population there.
Conclusion
The most essential effects of the project on that part of the population in the project region which
is not employed by N.E.N.E. is a drastic rise in consumer goods prices and a shift in the
vocational structure towards dependent and insecure work. Seen from the socio-economic point
of view this implies a deterioration of the living conditions and the consequent impoverishment
and increasing misery of the mass of the people to the benefit of a minority of privileged
workers.
At present it seems not to be possible to transform the results of the project-performance-analysis
presented above to a one-dimensional scale.

3.1.3. Assessing the Benefits of Employment: Summary

Some socio-economic implications of the employment components of an investment project can
be uncovered with the aid of the methods developed above. The following table tries to give the
information grid which can be helpful for the analysis of the employment effects on the workers
and employees of the project on the one hand and on the affected non-project employed
population on the other.
In addition to the data required in the information grid for the assessment of employment effects,
data must be collected for the above-mentioned investment cost per worker criterion. Even
though the outlined methods only disclose some socio-economic implications of the employment
effects of an investment project, they seem to provide more valid conclusions than the mere
reference to the investment cost per worker criterion.
Nevertheless, this criterion will continue to be important for the appraisal of projects and
proposed investments. However, it must be supported by the following criteria: firstly, the
difference between the living conditions of the mass of the population and that of the project
employees, and secondly, the socio-economic project performance which studies the
unintentional consequences of an investment project for the population in the proximity.
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Some of the analytical steps shown here for the assessment of the internal socio-economic
aspects of a project and for the external project performance provide data of a socio-technical
nature. They relate to areas which are necessary for the appraisal of a project, but are not
sufficient for a socioeconomic decision to be taken on the project.

3.2. Socio-Economic Significance of Production

Based on some considerations outlined above, the socio-economic significance of employment
was shown to be relative. Employment can be a tool to secure and improve the living conditions
of each and all, but it is not necessarily so. The International Labour Office (ILO) has also a
more differentiated view of the employment problem. Emmerij emphasizes that the primary aim
of employment policy is not just to create more jobs but to achieve "a reasonable standard of
living" for the masses22. Smith very clearly localizes the problems of unemployment and the
under-utilization of labour in the context of eradication of poverty23. Hunter argues that full
employment in developing countries is neither a feasible nor a meaningful objective, whereas a
"marked improvement in the general level of livelihood is possible"24. Bell and Jolly summarize
the ILO employment studies and speak of a shift in objectives from eradication of
unemployment to eradication of poverty25.
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These theoretical statements about the relative significance of employment as an instrument for
improving living conditions or for securing a minimum standard of living consistent with human
dignity for the mass of the population - and not only for a few - can also be supported by
empirical findings. It was shown above in the example of a hypothetical project-performanceanalysis, that a drastic rise in the consumer goods price index to a score of 205 as against a
province average of 178 seemed to be an employment effect of the project. Though this effect
could indeed be typical for large projects where it is more clearly identifiable, it is also valid,
structurally, for small projects; only, the empirical tools are too insensitive here to provide
accurate documentary evidence.
This effect shows that at times an effective and continuing inelasticity of supply of goods and
services has to be expected. If the income of the non-project-employed population remains
relatively constant, if there is increasing unemployment in the project environment, and if there
is a shift of the vocational structure towards dependent work - as was shown in the example of
the project-performance-analysis - this effect means nothing other than impoverishment and
misery for the mass of the population as a consequence of an increase in purchasing power of
some employees which is not accompanied by a corresponding increase in the supply of goods
and services. With an inelastic supply of goods and services and with an increasing demand for
goods to meet daily basic needs arising from the increase in purchasing power of a few
employees, there must necessarily be, ceteris paribus, a supply deficit for the rest of the
population. As long as the supply of material goods and services is not increased or not made
available in proportion to the increasing demand arising from the purchasing power, a rise in the
employment rate will not lead to an improvement of living conditions.
As the fundamental objective of social economics is to improve the living conditions of the
masses, the crucial point is therefore: what is produced and/or made available, and whose
demand or need is covered by the physical output of an investment project - that of the majority
of the population or that of the upper classes? The application of formalized indices or
employment statistics which do not make any valid statements about the socio-economic quality
and composition of the goods and services in question, does not suffice. Rather, the benefit or the
value-in-use of the various goods and services has to be measured. Benefit here means the
relationship between project output and the basic needs of the majority of the population. From
the angle of this aspect it becomes increasingly important to know which products are
manufactured, how far they correspond to the demand and needs of the population, and which
section of the population they benefit. This is obvious. Irrigation projects are not carried out to
create employment but to supply water. Health projects are not welfare institutions for unwilling
health personnel - even if it sometimes appears so - but service institutions for the population.
The same holds true for agricultural, industrial and other projects.
Apart from the question of the socio-economic significance of employment, the socio-economic
significance of the products and their distribution also has to be studied. This problem can be
subdivided into the following components: 1. Which section of the population is the end user of
the goods or services? 2. To what extent does this end use correspond to an Objective basic need
as determined above in the needs-analysis? 3. How does the importance of the need for one
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product (or service) compare with the need for another? This problem is therefore a three-part
problem which first differentiates end use in socio-economic terms, then - based on this examines the question of basic need, and finally, touches on the relative importance of this need.
An operationalized and quantified answer to these questions can be obtained by applying a
method called the product-path-analysis (PPA).
A few examples will illustrate the statement of the problem and the validity of the answers
obtained through the product- path-analysis.
1.

Let us assume the investment project produces drinking water. It is established that this
drinking water is consumed only by members of the lower class whose basic need is thus
met. A macro or sector analysis has established the priority of water supply. In this
example of a consumption good the answers to the three pattern components mentioned
above are:
a.
The end user is the lower class.
b.
End use meets a basic need which has not yet been satisfied.
c.
The need for drinking water has priority over other needs.
In terms of socio-economic evaluation this project should certainly be given preference
over a project in which the end user is the upper class whose basic needs have already
been long fulfilled. There could probably be no question of promoting the latter project
by using subsidized funds which are scarce.

2.

Let us assume the investment project generates transport capacity. This transport capacity
is used for the movement of durable consumer goods which are consumed by the upper
class alone. The socio-economic identification of the end user representing demand - here
the upper class - suffices for a provisional socio-economic assessment of the project: it
would be superfluous to study the need and the transsectoral significance of this need.
This assessment is provisional because it should first be seen whether upper class
consumption has a positive significance for the improvement of lower class living
conditions. It would not be too easy to verify this hypothesis; it is probable that macroperformance-analyses would continuously lead to an empirical falsification. In this
example we are not dealing with a consumption approximated project output which is
close to end use; transport capacity has a multipurpose use. The product-path-analysis
must trace the path of the product or service through the stages of project output and
intermediate use right up to socio-economically classified end use.

3.

Let us assume the investment project produces fertilizer. 50 % of the fertilizer is used to
meet domestic demand and 50 % goes for export. The results of a macro-performanceanalysis give no reason to expect that the foreign exchange earnings from export will be
used for the benefit of the lower class. 50 % of the product is used domestically in equal
proportions for rice and cereal production. 75 % of cereal production and 25 % of rice
production are consumed by the middle and upper classes. The needs-analysis has shown
that rice is no longer a need commodity according to a rational budget. It follows that,
although lower class end use or demand makes up 25 % of the project output, only 6.25
% is used to meet basic needs of this class. The difference between demand and need
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could be illustrated even more clearly if the products in question were wheat on the one
hand and green soda pop on the other. By rational socio-economic norms this project
would not be optimal. However, if a relative yardstick is applied, which takes the average
social performance of other investment projects as the standard for comparison, this
project would probably be better than many others. As in the case of other appraisal
methods, it is necessary to have a substantial number of project appraisals before any
valid statement can be made on the relative status and the final assessment of such a
project.
These three hypothetical, simplified examples illustrate some of the most important aspects of
the product-path-analysis:
the differentiation between end use and intermediate use,
the differentiation between demand and need,
the differentiation between lower class and upper class,
the importance of needs-analysis and macro-performance-analysis.
In the following, each of the three stages of the product-path-analysis will be described with the
help of some examples. The most essential comments on theory and method will be given along
with the empirical examples. The three analytical steps of the product-path-analysis are
summarized once again:
1.
Analysis of the end use of project output,
2.
Analysis of the need for this project output,
3.
Analysis of the priority of the need for this project output.
These three analytical steps are intended to show how far the project output contributes, directly
or indirectly, towards securing a minimum standard of living and improving the living conditions
of the majority of the population. For operational purposes the majority of the population is
defined as the lower class which - as mentioned above - is taken as the counterpart of the middle
and upper classes.

3.2.1. Product-Path-Analysis I: Who is the End User?

The first analytical step of the product-path-analysis can be described as an attempt to classify
the real end users of the project output in socio-economic terms. The purpose is to show the
extent to which the lower class, i.e. the majority of the population, shares in the final
consumption of the project output. The simplest case of a relatively homogeneous,
unifunctionally usable commodity, e.g. runway lighting or a health service, need not be
discussed here. But a commodity like potable water can definitely be used multifunctionally, e.g.
for industrial purposes, for watering gardens, for cleaning cars, etc. In most cases the physical
outputs of investment projects are such multifunctional outputs; electricity, steel, storage
capacity, transport capacity, grinding capacity, etc. In these cases it is more difficult to
(re)construct the product path right up to socio-economically classified end use.
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In the following sections two examples of the first step of the product-path-analysis will be
described in some detail. After that, the structure of two other examples will be outlined.
Although the examples are more or less hypothetical, they do illustrate the difficulties and
compromises which may be expected if a product-path-analysis is applied in practice to appraise
an investment project under conditions of time pressure and incomplete data.
Example I: Carburettor Factory
A carburettor factory is to be set up. This factory is the exclusive supplier of the BABA
automobile factory which produces passenger cars, jeeps and light commercial vehicles requiring
carburettors. The product mix is given in Table A in Annex 5. Table B in Annex 5 lists the
licensed export products of BABA and their corresponding export coefficients. The company
does not have any detailed information on the actual utilization of their vehicles, except that 45
light commercial vehicles are to be converted into ambulances. Therefore, the utilization of the
manufactured vehicles must be estimated according to customary use in the country. On the basis
of tax data the Motor Vehicle Section of the national Transport Ministry establishes the
following use of passenger cars: 63 % for private use, 13 % for official use and 24 % for taxis
(see Table C in Annex 5). According to the same source 61 % of the jeeps are used as private
cars and the rest as office cars, the latter mostly by public administration, as shown in Table C in
Annex 5.
These categories of intermediate use have to be assigned as far as possible to categories of end
use; the UN level of living components mentioned above can serve as these categories. They are
even more differentiated in the categories or product groups used in the rational budget
established by the needs-analysis described above. These categories of goods and services are
taken as end use categories here. In this context the purpose of the first step of the product-pathanalysis is to quantify the functionality of the project output (here, carburettors) for the different
spheres of living conditions. Therefore, the intermediate use category "passenger cars for private
use" can be assigned to the end use category "durable consumer goods" and the intermediate
category "jeeps for use of Health Ministry" can be assigned to the end use category "health" etc.
Figure 2 graphically presents the product path of carburettors through the categories of
intermediate use right up to the categories of end use.
For operational purposes, the determination of end use categories depends partially on the
availability of statistical data on the socio-economically classified consumption of goods and
services. The category "passenger cars for private use" would be assigned to the end use category
"other private consumption goods" if no data on the participation of the lower class in the
"durable consumer goods" market or in the passenger car market were to be found. Socioeconomically classified expenditure budgets or, - even better - consumption budgets are
indispensable sources of information for the product- path-analysis, just as they are for the
needs-analysis. In the present example, the figures in the expenditure budget - which was also
used for the needs-analysis - showed that the participation of the lower class amounted to 0.02 %
in the case of durable consumer goods, 7.1 % of the market for housing articles, 50 % for
education and health-assuming equal distribution of collective consumption - and 4.5 % in
transport.
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74 % of the project output can be assigned to end use categories. Because of the actual structure
of distribution and demand, end use by the lower class only amounts to 2 % of production. The
participation of the middle and upper class in the project output is over 30 times that of the lower
class. As long as the macro-performance-analysis does not give a positive result, it is very
doubtful whether the consumption of the middle and upper classes, exports or public
intermediate consumption will lead to an improvement of the living conditions of the mass of the
population.
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Example II: Dam
The second example for the first analytical step of the product-path-analysis, i.e. the
determination of the socio-economically classified consumption of the project output, is that of a
dam. The functions of this dam are: irrigation, power generation through a hydro power station,
water supply, flood control and fishery. Flood control and fishery can be treated here as
additional benefits as they do not require any special investment such as larger storage volume,
etc. The main functions of the dam are, therefore, irrigation, power generation and water supply.
57 % of the investment is for irrigation, 32 % for power generation and 11 % for water supply.
Irrigation benefits: In the dam region irrigation is used exclusively for agricultural production rice, vegetables and tobacco being the main crops. Cultivation is mostly in large farms,
particularly in the case of oilseeds which are processed to produce edible oils for export. The
distribution of water among the different agricultural products, given in Figure 3, was obtained
from the Irrigation Department of the province. No province-specific data on the export
coefficients of the agricultural products concerned was available. They have therefore been
estimated on the basis of national export statistics and seem to be valid to experts of the region.
These estimates show that about 40 % of the agricultural goods are exported and about 60 % are
kept for domestic demand. The estimates established by some agricultural experts in the region
reveal that 75 % of the maize is used as animal feed and only 25 % is kept for human
consumption. The socio-economic classification of food consumption by social classes was
obtained from a survey conducted by the national university; however this survey covers only
the rural population. The socio-economic classification of the domestic consumption of tobacco
was derived from a short survey in 3 villages and a town. From the data summarized above it is
possible to determine the socio-economic classification of the demand for those goods which are
the final products of one part of the project output, i.e. irrigation.
Power generation benefits: The use of power is quite simple in the case under discussion as the
power is not fed into a national grid. The users of the power are manufacturing industries:
tobacco processing plants, edible oil producers and woodworking shops. There is no difficulty in
assigning the products of the first two factories to the above-mentioned categories of socioeconomic end use. The woodworking shops produce wall claddings and furniture. The product
path of the wall claddings could not be determined due to the shortage of time; hence they were
assigned to the residual category "business, state and others". The socio-economic classification
of the use of furniture could be determined by interviewing three of the five furniture factories; it
was found that 10 % of the customers at the most were from the lower class. Power is also used
for public lighting and by domestic households. Public lighting was allocated in equal parts to
the benefits of the lower class and upper class. The results of the last census gave information on
class-specific household energy consumption.
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Water supply benefits: In this case the water was used solely by the lower class. As the water
supply for the middle and upper classes and in particular for the urban population and the
medium and large landowners had already been ensured, even before the construction of the
dam, the water supply from this project was channelled to public taps for the population of the
suburbs and for seven villages mainly inhabited by small farmers.
These data on the benefits of irrigation, water supply and power, if viewed collectively, give a
much more positive picture than the previous example of carburettor production. About 30 % of
the project output turns out to be end consumption by the lower class. As 68 % of the project
output is related to private consumption, one may almost say that the project is of a class-neutral
nature. But it must be stressed that, even here, the middle and upper classes have a higher
participation in the project output than the lower class.
Examples III and IV: Alloy Steel and Electricity
Two more examples of the application of the first analytical step of the product-path-analysis are
given in the annexes. The third example is that of an alloy steel plant. Annex 6 gives a graphic
presentation of the product path between project and industrial processing for a part of the alloy
steel. Annex 7 shows the product path between intermediate use and end use in the form of an
input-output-table. Annex 8 identifies the class-specific end use of alloy steel. Example IV is that
of an electrical power station; Annexes 9 and 10 indicate some of the findings on the classspecific end use of electricity in this example.
As in the case of the previous examples, these examples too are more or less hypothetical.
However, with respect to the assumptions on the availability of information, these examples have
been designed in a realistic manner based on actual experience. In all cases we have
multifunctional project outputs where socio-economically classified end use can only be traced
with the help of a number of steps. Table 7 summarizes the results of the product-path-analyses.
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Discussion of the Method
The goal of the first step of the product-path-analysis (PPA) is the successive allocation of the
physical, project output to the socio-economically classified end use. End use is defined by those
factors which directly affect the living conditions of the population, e.g. food, housing, clothing,
health, education, etc. The essential categories of goods and services to be used here are obtained
from the needs-analysis presented above. The arguments for the successive allocation of the
project output to end use can only be given by means of examples. Through successive
allocation it is possible to establish the functionality of the project or intermediate output for the
above-mentioned need categories. For example, irrigation is functionally used for the cultivation
of vegetables, millet or wheat. But, vegetables, millet and wheat do not have the same
significance for the satisfaction of the basic needs of the different social classes. For instance, it
is known that in India wheat is consumed more by the upper class (242 g per capita per day) than
by the lower class (56 g per capita per day). In the case of millet the opposite trend is to be
found26. Generally, the first step of the product-path-analysis tries to indicate the functionalities
of a project or intermediate output for the living conditions of the mass of the population which
is defined here as the lower class for operational purposes.
The basic information required for the first analytical step of the product-path-analysis is data on
the consumption of specific goods and services by the different sections of the population. These
data are available in consumption and expenditure budgets, which are prepared in almost all
countries - in varying degrees of generalization and differentiation - for the calculation of the
consumer price indices. Representative surveys could be used in countries in which the productpath-analysis was tried out empirically. Detailed studies are normally available on the
consumption of particular goods and services; even for goods such as passenger cars, where
common sense would suffice, one has recourse to studies. The availability of such statistics will
increase in the near future, as international organizations and national research centres have
already given recommendations and launched activities in this direction27.
In addition to these data the direct and indirect users of the project output have to be identified:
What part of the project output does a (intermediate) consumer receive? What does he use it for?
Data on the direct use of the project output can usually only be collected directly in the field.
Every project which has a more or less efficient marketing organization, can provide this datum
immediately. At times it may be more difficult to get information about secondary users, i.e.
customers of project output users. Quite often the structure of intermediate or end use has to be
derived from global national statistics or from an input-output table of the country or region
concerned, if it is available. Input-output tables of other countries and regions too can help - at
least in the formulation of hypotheses on intermediate use. No general rule has yet been
established for finding information or detecting information sources to fill in the information
gaps between project output and end use. The most important factor is the imagination and the
intuition of the social scientist.
The following points should be considered when (re)constructing the product path from project
output to socio-economically classified end use.
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1. The information on the product path and socio-economically classified end use will be of a
direct or indirect nature. In the case of some investment projects, such as water supply to a
limited area, it will be possible to identify the end users directly and classify them socioeconomically. In the case of other projects, general information on the customary socioeconomic
use of a particular commodity or service will have to be utilized. It is clear that direct data should
be used as far as possible; but it is also clear that collection of direct data is more costly and
time-consuming. Whether the available data are direct or indirect also depends decisively on
whether the project output is distributed directly or indirectly, i.e. through the market or not.
2. The product-path-analysis is based on the assumption that the investment project is
economically, financially and technically sound. Above all, an optimal use of the production
factors is assumed. Otherwise the findings of the product-path-analysis will have to be modified
accordingly.
3. As far as possible, the entire project output should be assigned to socio-economically
classified end use via the stages of intermediate use. Capital goods, public services, etc. should
be considered as intermediate use stages which have to be followed up further. If a project
appraisal is conducted under time and cost constraints, the final result of the product-pathanalysis will generally contain a residual category, which in the above examples was called
"business, state and others" and varied from 6 % to 55 %. The example in which it was 55 %
showed that it was not only a residual category; 'defence' can scarcely be assigned directly to any
end use category. The same is true of the category 'export'. But in this case the probable end use the use of foreign exchange earnings is an intermediate stage of the product path - may be
derived from a macro-performance-analysis which, in particular, includes a socio-economic
analysis of import policies.
4. A product-path-analysis of the type presented here can naturally be refined much further. For
example, one can find out whether tractors used for wheat cultivation release labour or not,
whether they serve the production of high yielding or other wheat varieties, whether they serve
large landowners or cooperatives, etc. Furthermore, a product-path- analysis can certainly be
made dynamic. Whether the effort is worthwhile will depend on the political priorities, the
number of good project proposals and, not least, on the available resources for project appraisal.
Sophistication and dynamization in the sense applied here will not retract the validity of the
product-path-analysis.
5. Only the product path or the probable product path derived from the existing demand and
distribution structure should be determined in a product-path-analysis. Although it would be
interesting to know that electricity could be used in a manner different to the existing one, or that
a hospital or water supply could theoretically be used by the most needy, or that alloy steel could
be used for making ploughs for small farmers, this has nothing to do with a socio-economic
justification of the project. On the contrary, such statements lead to strong socio-economic
arguments against a project, particularly against the distribution of the project output. They point
towards possibilities of improving distribution, which at best can be achieved by rules,
recommendations or mechanisms like two step lending procedures, but usually can seldom be
influenced at all.
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6. This reasoning emphasizes that a negative result of the product-path-analysis does not
necessarily speak directly against a particular project output i.e. as if electricity, steel and roads
were of necessity socio-economically dubious per se. Such a statement could not generally be
made even if repeated product-path-analyses of multifunctional project outputs would repeatedly
lead to a depressing result for the mass of the population. It is quite conceivable that the socioeconomic assessment of two similar projects in the same country or even in the same region will
be completely different. On the other hand, repeated product-path-analyses of goods and services
which have less multifunctional utility could support such arguments, e.g. in the case of runway
lighting systems, telecommunication equipment, colour television - to name a few.
7. The distinction between analysis and planning is important for an understanding of the
product-path-analysis. An analysis shows if and why something exists or not, if and why, for
example, a particular investment policy is implemented or not: whereas planning has the
important function of giving a detailed account of how, under the given circumstances, a
particular investment policy should be implemented in order to achieve a particular objective.
The product-path-analysis cannot give detailed recommendations in this sense of planning, for
example, on how the living conditions of the mass of the population should and could be
optimally improved step by step within the framework of a particular national investment policy.
It is content to establish whether and to what extent a particular investment is need-oriented, or
what the socio-economic benefits of a project will be. This has methodological consequences
because the information used for analysis can be different to that required for planning. Car
ownership as an indicator of wealth may suffice sometimes for an analysis of wealth distribution,
however, for the planning of the distribution of social wealth a much larger number of more
differentiated indicators would be needed; it would be stupid and meaningless to confine oneself
to the car ownership indicator.
8. The first analytical step of the product-path-analysis should investigate whether and to what
extent a project output will benefit the majority of the population under the given structure of
demand and distribution. What is the meaning of "benefit" in this context? An investment for
import substitution does not directly improve the living conditions of the mass of the population
through its physical output, even though the employment effects could play a positive socioeconomic role. An investment for import substitution can also have positive socio-economic
effects if it releases foreign exchange which can then be used to improve living conditions
through the implementation of national development policy; the findings of a macroperformance-analysis could show whether this lies within the realm of probability or not.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to undertake a product-path-analysis even for such an import
substitution project because it is certainly not unimportant to know whose living conditions are
being affected by the project, those of the upper or the lower class? Forgoing a product-pathanalysis here would mean that it is immaterial whether imports of marginal luxury goods or of
essential consumer goods are being substituted. For the country considered a negative result of a
product-path-analysis could, under certain circumstances, lead to the question whether the
continued import of the commodity is socio-economically meaningful at all. In the case of
substitution investments it becomes clear that "benefit" does not necessarily imply an
improvement of the living conditions; it does, however, clearly imply the following question: for
whom is the project output useful, whose living standard is secured? In principle, an
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improvement of the living conditions of the mass of the population can only follow in the case of
net new investment if more proteins and calories are fed into empty stomachs, more practical
knowledge and skills put into heads and muscles, and healthier life and less parasitic worms
allowed to enter into bodies.
9. Economic reasoning sometimes emphasizes the benefits of production detours. Evidence of
indirect effects can show greater benefits from a project than evidence of direct affects, and vice
versa. The product-path-analysis enables the determination of a stream of indirect effects and
also identifies the effects of products for intermediate use. In a similar way the direct and indirect
effects of unemployment resulting from (labour-intensive vs capital-intensive) further processing
of a project output on its product path, could also be identified. It is evident that as many indirect
effects can be determined as the resources of time and staff for project appraisal allow. Under the
usual conditions of project appraisal a compromise is necessary, as is clearly shown in the
product paths described above; primary surveys and investigations are seldom possible, usually
official secondary material has to suffice. However, this cannot be a convincing argument
against the results of a product-path-analysis, as there is no reason why those effects which
cannot be established through quick documentary evidence should be more positive than those
which can be established through official statistics. Those acquainted with the practice of
statistical technology would tend to take the opposite view.
10. The product-path-analysis does not make a rigid differentiation between consumption and
investment, for this differentiation implies nothing more than a distinction between present and
future consumption. It is irrelevant for the product-path-analysis whether the project output
results in consumption by the lower class within one year, three years or after a generation. In
this sense there is a relatively clear difference in the period of maturity between an irrigation
project and a steel mill as far as their functionality for wheat consumption is concerned. Steel has
to follow a much longer detour via forging, railway industry, provision of transport capacity,
wheat transport, tractors, etc. Such varying periods of maturity have not yet been taken into
account and discounted within the context of the product-path-analysis. It is basically possible to
attach to each product-path-analysis a network which would show the different periods of
maturity of different intermediate goods in relation to end use. The length of the maturity period
is the only meaningful and conclusive criterion of differentiation between consumption and
investment. The product-path-analysis is therefore neither oriented exclusively towards
consumption nor does it neglect the aspect of investment and capital accumulation which is so
important for developing countries. The basic problem of the product-path-analysis is the
question of socio-economic quality, particularly of investments, the question of their aim, their
purpose and their benefits for the mass of the population.
11. A final point should help to clarify the situation. The argument that a project output should
be need-oriented seems to forget the reality of shifts in budget allocations which naturally can
also undermine need-oriented projects. This line of argument is opposed to a product-pathanalysis just as it is opposed to a cost-benefit-analysis or a cash-flow-analysis. It supports the
concentration of investments in areas where no product-path-analysis is actually required
according to the positive results of a macro-performance-analysis. If, however, the - not at all so
generalized - system of budgetary shifts does not lead to this conclusion, i.e. if the promotion of
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identifiable and concrete projects and programmes is still preferred to a general, unscrutinised,
uncontrolled transfer of financial resources, then the product-path-analysis turns out to be just as
necessary as a cost-benefit-analysis or a cash-flow-analysis.
Obviously, these eleven comments on the product-path-analysis can only outline some basic
problems and not treat them exhaustively. They show that the aim of the first step of the productpath-analysis is to identify the actual (not potential) end use of the physical project output. The
first step of the product-path-analysis is concerned with the question whether the particular
product or service is used more by the majority or by a minority of the population. A negative
result of the scrutiny of this (indirect) product path can - as explained above - certainly not lead
to the conclusion that one or the other sector or subsector or product is socio-economically
questionable, because even alloy steel and the export of gold-embroidered dog collars can be
used to improve the living conditions of the mass of the population, just as a rural hospital can be
usurped by a provincial power elite. This means that a product-path-analysis must be undertaken
for every investment project, even if many projects in the same sector have already been
examined socio-economically; the same probably applies to a cost-benefit-analysis. The productpath-analysis developed here is still a rough tool. However, in view of the conditions prevailing
in project appraisal, a further refinement hardly seems to be meaningful; time and staff
constraints would make it irrelevant. Perhaps it is more sensible to have a rough solution to a
problem of importance in terms of social economics and development policy, rather than to have
a precisely defined answer to politically irrelevant textbook questions.

3.2.2. Product-Path-Analysis 11: Does End Use Meet Basic Needs?

The aim of the first analytical step of the product-path-analysis was to see whether - under the
given conditions of distribution and demand - a project output benefitted the lower class or the
middle and upper classes. In the case of some projects or types of projects the threshold value for
a socio-economically positive assessment will already have been exceeded after doing the first
step. But even if this does not occur, is a project for the manufacture of lemonade, hat boxes or
religious pictures socio-economically justifiable for the sole reason that the lower class can be
expected to consume these goods? Is every single demand of the lower class socio-economically
justified? Demand is certainly a necessary criterion but it does not seem to be a wholly sufficient
one. Therefore, in the second analytical step of the product-path-analysis, the task is to find out
how far the consumption of the project output by the lower class corresponds to a socioeconomically justified need. The underlying concept of need here differentiates between demand
and need. The definition of need has already been discussed above. To summarize: the term
"need" corresponds, in the first place, to a rational or normative need which can be derived from
a comparison of the real and the rational budget. For some areas and level-of-living components
it is difficult or quite impossible to establish normative needs. In these cases a rational norm
based on the socio-economic and development goal criterion of the reduction of sectoral and
regional disparities can be used. This type of comparative need can be used when it is not
possible to scientifically establish normative needs.
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Here again a grossly simplified example can illustrate the line of reasoning. Let us assume that a
water supply project is utilized completely by the lower class. 50 % of the water supplied by this
project is in excess of the daily water requirement of 30 litres per capita in this region, while the
basic requirement in other regions of the country is not met. The result is that 50 % of the project
output is not used according to need.
Example I: Reference Hospital
To simplify the example, let us assume that the analysis of the first step of the product-pathanalysis showed that this urban hospital is used only by persons of the lower class. The first step
of the product-path-analysis therefore resulted in a score of 100.
The starting point of the second step of the product-path-analysis is the establishment of a
rational norm. As there is no scientifically substantiated normative need for health, a
comparative need criterion has to be taken. Let us suppose, that a needs-analysis has clearly
revealed an over-supply of urban health services: 89 % of the health resources serve 34 % of the
population. Therefore, there is evidence of a comparative need for health services, in particular
for the rural population. In this context any rural hospital would correspond to need; an urban
hospital would meet this need only if it offered the rural population services which could not be
supplied by rural hospitals due to lack of equipment, specialists and the like. Therefore, it
remains to examine the extent to which a hospital in the capital city is used by patients referred
to it from rural areas.
The hospital offers the following services: in-patient treatment, out-patient treatment, preventive
services, services for schools and dental health. The out-patient and preventive services of the
hospital are used only by the urban population. A reference function for the rural population
exists only with regard to in-patient curative treatment for the rural population; in 1973 this
covered about 39 % of the patients. Of the rural persons admitted for in-patient treatment only 5
% were directly referred to this hospital because the district and regional hospitals did not have
sufficient equipment to treat complicated diseases. The rest came on their own, probably due to
the scarcity and overcrowding of rural hospitals.
If one wishes to quantify the degree to which this hospital fulfills a reference function, i.e. meets
the above-mentioned need, then the services of the hospital must be wade comparable. 242,362
national currency units (NU) were budgeted for preventive services, mother and child care and
school and dental health, and 2,358,928 NU were budgeted for curative services. As the budget
for curative services does not differentiate between in-patient and out-patient treatment, the
quantitative ratio of the two has to be estimated. Assuming the costs to be proportional to the
time taken for treatment, the budget for curative services can be split as follows on the basis of
available information: about 99 % for in-patient treatment and 1 % for out-patient treatment.
This assumption is certainly highly problematic, but in this hypothetical context it leads to an
optimistic result. At the most, 90 % of the health services offered by the hospital is taken up by
in-patient treatment. 39 % of this service goes to rural patients; hence a maximum 35 % of the
total services is utilized by rural patients. But only 5 % of these patients were referred from
regional and district hospitals; the other patients came on their own. Thus, at the most, 2 % of the
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total health services of the hospital fulfill the reference requirement as defined by medical norms.
Figure 4 shows the structure of this information and the reasoning.
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In this example, the need was established on the basis of medical norms which were expressed in
the referral of rural patients to a specialized urban hospital. This is a special case of need,
namely, that of a specialized service offered by an urban hospital to referred rural patients; it
should not be confused with the need for curative services in the rural areas. If the latter need had
been the main criterion, then, on the basis of the information mentioned above on the distribution
of health services in towns and rural areas, the hospital under study would have received a need
factor of 0. But even here it would have been a special case of need, namely, the need for
curative services alone but not for general health services which include preventive measures.
This line of reasoning emphasizes the relativity of the different need criteria. This problem will
be dealt with later.
Example II: Fertilizer Factory
It is assumed that the first step of the product-path-analysis has shown that 30 % of the project
output serves the nutrition of the lower class via diverse stages of intermediate use. The second
step of the product-path-analysis examines whether this socio-economically positive end use by
the lower class is also socio-economically justifiable from the angle of the need criterion.
Column 2 in the following Table 8 gives the assumed result of the first step of the product-pathanalysis, lower class end use, which has been transformed into a scale adding up to 100.

The structure of end use by the lower class is compared with the priority pattern derived from a
needs-analysis of the different foodstuffs consumed by the lower class. It is seen that fertilizers
are also used for the production of goods which are not required by the lower class any longer.
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Altogether, for 60 % of the fertilizers used by the lower class, use conforms to need. The overall
result of the first bro steps of the product-path-analysis is thus as follows: of the 30 % of the
project output used by the lower class 60 % conforms to need, i.e. 18 % of the total project
output is used in accordance with need for the food consumption of the lower class.
Discussion of the Method
The results of this second step of the product-path-analysis are as valid as the rational norms for
normative or comparative needs are. The essential problem is the determination and justification
of these norms. This was pointed out in connection with the needs-analysis and will not be
repeated here.
In this second step of the product-path-analysis no major data problems arise provided a rational
norm has been set. In most cases this is only a qualitative judgement whether, in terms of the
rational norm, a need exists or not. Only in few cases, as in the examples of water supply and the
hospital, does the supply of the project output partly cover and simultaneously exceed the need;
only in such cases is it necessary to collect additional information. The collection of information
here is analogous the collection of information during the first step of the product-path-analysis;
after all, need-oriented end use is only a further specification of lower class end use.

3.2.3. Product-Path-Analysis III: Which Needs Have Priority?

The use of a need criterion completes the identification of the socio-economically classified end
use of a physical project output and leads it to the socio-economic goal function mentioned
above. The problems in the application of even valid rational norms or need criteria were
emphasized by means of the need criterion "reference need" in the example of the hospital
project. What is problematic is the existence of individual and atomized requirement standards
and rational norms on the one hand, and the acute lack of scientifically derived rational norms on
the other. This problem could be solved quantitatively, but, only if it were possible, for example,
to make the rational norms for food and health compatible, perhaps by a functional analysis and
quantification of their reciprocal relations. What does one do, for instance, with a standard of 30
litres of drinking water and a standard of 2300 calories per day per person? It is definite that the
need for food has a higher priority than that for clean drinking water, but this has not been
quantified yet. The relation between rational norms for health and food is similar; in this case we
have the further difficulty that a rational norm for health cannot be substantiated in the same way
as for food, even if a rational food budget is derived from considerations of health. These
comments demonstrate that it is problematic to undertake a broad-based quantification of the
transsectoral relevance of a particular need criterion or rational norm.
At present a second best alternative will have to be found in the form of a pragmatic solution.
This pragmatic solution can start from a differentiation between private and collective
consumption. The methods described in the needs-analysis above can be used to weigh the
components of private consumption. In view of the actual situation in most of the countries of
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the world, collective consumption normally includes education and health in particular, housing
and water supply in part, but food only more rarely and to a lesser degree. A quantification of the
priority of these individual areas of collective consumption can, at present, hardly be generally
established. The weighting of the individual need criteria or rational norms for water, hospitals
or schools, must rather be undertaken on the basis of a qualitative sector analysis for a particular
country during a particular period of time. Such a sector analysis would, for example, prove that
a sector programme in the curative health sector would not be optimal, because it can be
established with almost excessive clarity that only a combined social and economic policy can
remove the causes of the susceptibility of the population to diseases. The morbidity and mortality
structure reflects only too clearly the lacks and failures of social and economic policy. Infectious
and parasitic diseases combined with direct and indirect nutrition deficiencies make up the major
part of ailments. When a sector analysis discloses all this, then water supply, sewage treatment
and, in particular, an agricultural policy geared to the nutritional requirements of the mass of the
population seem to be more crucial for improving the living conditions of the people than the
construction of hospitals. But even if such a sector analysis stresses the relative nature of the
need for curative health services, the qualitative and analytical result can finally be to invest
precisely in this subsector of hospital construction, because every other projected action would
affect the living conditions of the mass of the population even less under the existing social
structure.
This example reveals the present difficulties of a technocratic weighting of the individual
rational norms for collective consumption. At present, only a qualitative sector analysis can take
us further, but this sector analysis should be one which does not ignore the living conditions of
the mass of the population.

3.2.4. Assessing the Benefits of Production: Summary

The product-path-analysis attempts to show empirically and statistically, how far a physical
project output can benefit the majority of the population. It first examines how far a project
output, i.e. a particular good or service, is consumed by the lower class as the operational
representative of the majority of the population. In the second step it tries to establish whether
this actual end use of a certain good or service by the lower class corresponds to a scientifically
or politically justified need. Finally, it qualifies this need in the context of other needs. These
three analytical steps for the socio-economic appraisal of an investment project can be applied
cumulatively. In many cases, the first analytical step itself will show that the project is not
optimal in terms of social economics. Experience will show in how many cases it is necessary to
undertake the second and third analytical step.
The objective of the application of the product-path-analysis is to gradually eliminate those
projects and proposed investments which - for any reason whatsoever - do not satisfy the
fundamental principle of social economics, namely, improvement of the living conditions of the
mass of the population. This is surely a task for Sisyphus - a figure of legend rather than one of
reality.
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3.3.

Some Theoretical Implications

One of the fundamental assumptions of the product-path-analysis is based on a - perhaps too
simple - conditional approach: if all investment projects were appraised according to the criteria
of socio-economically classified end use and need, and if all decisions on investments were taken
on this basis, then the living conditions of the mass of the population must necessarily improve.
Economic theory's answer to this assumption is that the needs of the mass of the population can
be satisfied only if purchasing power is generated, i.e. when the majority of the population can
actually buy the output which has been established as the socio-economically desirable output by
the product-path-analysis. Is it ultimatively, therefore, not more important to furnish the poorer
sections of the population with income, i.e. purchasing power?
This objection seems too simple to the social economist as it implies increase of purchasing
power through increase in income via employment but overlooks the fact that this increase only
remains nominal unless there is a rise in supply corresponding in volume and structure to the
additional monetary income and the resulting increase in demand. Therefore, in order to establish
a certain level-of-living, there should at least be a proportionality or compatibility between the
rise in purchasing power through employment, and the demand-or-need-oriented increase in the
supply of goods and services. Such a compatibility needs not be present at project level; a macro
economic proportionality would suffice. Theoretically it is immaterial whether this occurs
spontaneously or is induced; analytically however, it is crucial to check whether it has been
achieved or not. If there is no compatibility or if there is a major delay in achieving it, then the
living conditions of the population will deteriorate. In other words, all this means is that the real
income can only increase with the supply, i.e. with the availability of goods and services - a
seemingly obvious statement. This is so openly evident that up to now it was forgotten to
examine whether a rise in purchasing power was really an incentive for a corresponding increase
in production.
The social economist would suspect that this question has not been studied further because of the
obvious - in his opinion quite unjustified - confidence in the controlling mechanism of the price
system. Reality, however, is opposed to this argument: there is hardly a country, particularly in
the Third World, which has an economic system and market structures corresponding to the pure
market economy of the textbooks. Almost all countries have mixed economies. Even World
Bank experts recommend - not without economic reason - collective consumption, public
distribution of consumer goods, and market manipulations such as price regulations and taxes.
This does not only apply to the traditional sectors of state welfare, in which even unemployed
persons get health services and their children get education, i.e. in which goods and services are
allocated without an increase in the purchasing power of individuals. Even in other sectors there
is no pure market economy - one has only to think of the necessity of smoothing out cyclical
price fluctuations, particularly in the agricultural markets.
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The reality of collective consumption and of administered allocation of goods and services
demonstrates an allocation of goods outside the usual allocation mechanism of income (which
might be acquired individually through employment) in a market economy. It points towards the
other side of socioeconomic reality which has seldom been acknowledged and rarely examined
as yet, namely, which goods and services are distributed or made available to the mass of the
population. It is not enough to simply assume that increasing income and a rising rate of
employment will improve the living conditions of the masses. The possible anti-social
implications of employment have been empirically shown above. Methodologically, the
employment indicator may, in certain situations, be a meaningful indicator for living conditions;
in the actual situation of most countries however, it is seldom sufficient. Theoretically,
employment is quite secondary. Employment can be instrumental in improving the living
conditions of the masses, but there are also other instruments such as collective consumption,
redistribution and rationing to allocate goods and services produced.
The above-mentioned compatibility between rise in purchasing power and increase in supply of
goods and services is necessary, at least in order to see that the real income does not sink as long
as employment is the main mechanism of distribution for the living conditions of the majority of
the population. In reality, a rapid improvement of the living conditions of the masses hardly
results from a generalization of employment and the incentive to increase production which
allegedly follows a rise in purchasing power; it can only come about through increased supply or
availability of goods and services for the lower class, which if necessary can be supported by an
incomes policy. Employment and production increases are tools amongst others to improve the
living conditions of the lower classes - amongst other hypothetically conceivable tools which,
like the redistribution of existing but not additional income, can hardly be considered a part of
the repertoire of pure market economies. This does not predestinate either the employment or
income indicator or any other socio-economically undifferentiated production or productivity
indicator to become a general socio-economic criterion.
Irrespective of the way in which the basic needs of the mass of the population are met - whether
through mechanisms of market economy such as employment and individual income, or through.
other ways such as redistribution or public allocation through protein enrichment programmes,
public canteens or taxation of product benefits - a crucial socio-economic question, parallel to or
even before the question of the socio-economic significance of employment, is the question of
the quantity, the quality and the distribution of goods and services, i.e. the question of their
actual value-in-use.

4.

Socio-Economic Appraisal of Investment Projects: A Graphical Presentation of
Analytical Findings

The six criteria for a project appraisal in terms of social economics developed and described in
the previous sections are compiled below:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Capital investment per worker
Difference between the living conditions of the project
employees and the mass of the population
Socio-economic project performance
Lower class end use
Lower class needs
Priority of needs

see pages

15 ff.

see pages
see pages
see pages
see pages
see pages

17 ff.
20 ff.
29 ff.
39 ff.
43 ff.

Before a relative weighting can be given to these criteria and a global assessment made, it is
necessary and important to make the items of appraisal transparent. This can be done by means
of a graphical method which presents the individual analytical findings in the form of a scale. In
the graphical presentation the right point of the scale indicates a relatively positive result for that
criterion in terms of social economics while the left point indicates a relatively negative result.
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This method of presentation of the findings of a socio-economic project appraisal can
conceivably be used for other assessment results too, e.g. for internal rate of interest, costbenefit analysis and cumulative cash flow. This would lead to a higher transparency of the
appraisal of an investment project, and also to a control over the completeness of the assessment.
It is not satisfactory to implicitly argue that one or the other criterion shows a negative result in
one or the other sector, and then to pass over these negative results in silence. In concrete terms,
this means that every assessment criterion which is compatible with the political priorities and
the basic social values must be applied to every project. If, based on the knowledge and
experience of the project assessor, no effects are to be expected, then an empirical investigation
can certainly be avoided. But, in this case, an unprejudiced project appraisal demands that the
results of these preliminary considerations should be made transparent and explicit.
Even if the weighting of the assessment criteria remains a political decision, a preliminary
judgment must be made. In the case of socio-economic appraisal such a balanced judgment can
only be given when reference values from the appraisal of different projects are available.
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